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RECLUSE.
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Jl AT length approached the mountains of

Wales (says an eminent and intelligent pe-

destrian), which I had seen for some days

past from a distance ; but was not yet im-

mersed among those precipitous cliffs which I

afterwards saw. The region that I now tra-

versed was diversified by many gentle indu-

lations and beautiful swells, which gave a

softened breadth of light and shade to the

landscape, that was highly pleasing to me.

Though these swells frequently interrupted

the view this served only tp shiftt he scene, by

introducing another prospect in the space of

a few minutes, that was totally different from

the former, which kept the imagination con-

tinually at work, by anticipating what was to

follow. Amused in this manner, I sauntered
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2 THE RECLUSE.

slowly along, so that the evening closed in

before I reached the village where I had been

directed to take up my lodging for that night ;

but the evening being fine, I pursued the

road, and arrived at the ale-house, which

stood in the place of an inn, about an hour

after dark. I took ray place, as usual, among
the people who chanced to be there, and, af-

ter the customary exchange of civilities, cal-

led for a pot of beer and a pipe, by which

means I was freed from the trouble of speak-

ing, unless when I pleased, and at liberty to

listen to the conversation of others, without

giving oifence. This was the way in which I

picked up much curious information during

the course of my journey ; for my appear-

ance is that of a plain man, without any

symptoms of that kind of sly cunning which

instinctively puts mankind on their guard.

I soon found that the whole conversation turn-

ed upon a man of an extraordinary character,

who had lived, for fifteen years. together, in an

ojLd castle that is hard by the village, in such

3j retired way, as not to have been visited

during all tha.t time by any one of the villa*

gers; so that it was supposed he had com-

mitted some horrid murder, or othej atrocious
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crime, which wounded his conscience, and

made him shun the sigkt of men, and bury

himself, as it were, while alive. This opi-

nion prevailing universally, the good people

had long entertained such a horror for the

castle, and its unknown inhabitant, that no

person ever went near its walls, when it was

possible to avoid it. But, to the great sur-

prise of every one in the village, it had been

discovered, that, instead of being a murderer
^

or other atrocious offender, the man of the

castle was a gentleman of great worth, who

had unfortunately been deprived, by a sud-

den dispensation of Providence, of a beloved

wife, and, as he thought, two lovely babes,

their only offspring: The news of this dis-

tressing event having been rashly communi-

cated to him while he was a prisoner in In*

did, and yet lying dangerously ill of a severe

wound in the head, that he had received in

battle, where he had been left for dead, had

the effect of throwing him into a state of men-
tal derangement, which after a long time,

only slowly and imperfectly gave way to a

settled melancholy, that made him wish to

shun society. He had been carried off the

: & 'jJL 2



4 THE RECLUSE.

field of battle, and taken care of ever after-

wards, by a faithful servant, who, having had

him Conveyed home, had found out this re-

tirement, and, by the assistance of the curate

of the parish, been enabled to manage his af-

fairs so as to prevent his solitude from being
broken in upon by any one. It had been

discovered, however, by a very unexpected

accident, only a short time before my arrival*

that his two children (a boy and girl) were

still alive ; that, from the regimental returns,

no doubt had been entertained of his death;

that they had been carried away from their

native place, and educated in a distant part

of the country as friendless orphans; that

they had profited by the school of adversity,

and had both, by their propriety of conduct,

so far recommended themselves to thoso who

were about them, as to be beloved and be-

friended by all who knew them ; that the girl

had been lately married to a deserving young
man in the neighbourhood ; and that the fa-

ther had been induced, on this occasion, to-

leave his retreat for a few days.

A tale so strange could not fail to make a

deep impression upon all the villagers. F
conceived it at first to be an idle story ; but
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found, upon examination, that the circum-

stances were not impossible, as I at first con-

ceived them to be ; and as I learnt that the

old servant was still in the castle, I resolved

to call on him next morning, to satisfy myself

more fully as to all the particulars; but of

this I said nothing at the time. I expected!

to derive much curious information from a
' v

v<.' *jr i>ij
*

person thus circumstanced; nor was I disap-

pointed.

I was up betimes, and reached the castle

at the moment the old servant opened the

gate to let down the drawbridge; for the

whole castle was surrounded by a moat, which

had been kept in repair till this time by the

respect that its owners bore for its antiquity,

I accosted the servant politely, said I was a

stranger, who had been attracted by the ve-

nerable appearance of the castle, and asked

if I could be permitted to take a nearer view

of it ;
to which he civilly replied, that he was

glad it was in his power at that time to com-

ply with my request ; though it was a favour

permitted to no person till very lately. This

gave me an occasion to inquire what was the

reason of the alteration he hinted at, which

A 3



6 THE RECLUSE,

afforded him an opportunity of corroborating

the account I had heard at the village, with

many other circumstances, into the particu*

lars of which I must not enter at present. I

shall only observe, that I felt myself deeply
'

interested in the. history of a worthy man of

extreme sensibility, who had been so far over-

come by the keen recollection of those plea-

sures of which he had been deprived, as to

have his faculties overpowered by a melan-

choly gloom that made him loathe the idea

of any earthly enjoyment A.t the same time

I had occasion to admire the effects of the'

lenient hand of Time, aided by the efforts of

a faithful and judicious servant, in gradually

alleviating a distress which at once seemed to

be wholly irremedible.

In the course of this narrative, I was often

reminded of the story of Robinson Crusoe;

with this difference in favour of our recluse,

that the exertions in the first case were calcu-

lated chiefly to supply the physical wants of

the body ; and, in the last, to restore the de-

bilitated powers of the mind. The story was

long, and interrupted by many episodes,

which I shall not attempt to follow; all I can

at this time properly do, is to mention a few.
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circumstances, which will naturally occur as

I give you a cursory description of this place,

and which may serve to convey some idea of

the means that were found to have proved ef-

fectual in this case.

When I entered the verge of this hallowed

spot, for such it appeared to me, the ideas

that had already floated in iny mind were

greatly heightened by the awful solemnity

and wildness of the place. An avenue of

large trees, through whose thickened foliage

the mid-day sun could only produce a gloomy

shade, led to the remains of a massy pile of

buildings, which, from the magnitude of its

parts, though now in ruins, gave a strong idea

of ancient grandeur. On this side, however

some walls, which had been "reared for con-

veniency long after the era of the principal

structure itself, served greatly to diminish its

general effect. We entered at one corner of

the building, through a low door, into a

vaulted passage of great length, which was

still entire, though the buildings above it

were all in ruins. As we waJked along this

passage, the stillness of the place impressed

my mind with a sensation somewhat ap-

proaching to horror, that I cannot describe.
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All along one side* doors were perceived

opening into vaults, into which no ray of

light ever penetrated. In the passage itself

there was only so much light as to enable us

just to perceive our way. No sound was

heard but the tread of our feet alone. My
guide fortunately did not speak, or I should

probably have been startled at it, until we

reached, at length, a small corner of the

building, where a few chambers were still

kept in repair, and which formed the habi-

tation of its present owner. There was no-

thing here that demands your attention, so

that I proceed to the garden^ into which a

door entered directly from these apartments ;

as it was in this spot that the changes to which

1 have alluded were chiefly effected.

On entering, the appearance of this garden

was grand and impressive. It had been ori-

ginally laid out upon the largest scale of

baronial magnificence, but, having been long

deserted by its princely owners, the trees

had acquired a wild luxuriance of growth,

and now assumed a venerable gloom, unlike

to any thing I had ever before seen, which

conveyed a strong idea of the wealth and

power of its original owners. The objects
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tliat chiefly attracted the attention were of a

larger size, and more ruggid appearance,

than any which I had ever observed in works

of art. A large tower, which rose proudly

eminent above the lesser ruins, drew the eye

instinctively to that side. It projected a

little moro- forward into the garden than

the others. The lower part of this tower was

still pretty entire, but towards the top it had

been rifted asunder as if by a stroke of light-

ning, aad many massy fragments had been

tumbled to the ground. Through the gap
thus formed, the eye was able to trace some-

thing like internal ornaments; butj on ac-

count of the depth of shade which then ob-

scured them, this served only to give an

awful impression of something that the mind

could not fully comprehend. Through the

ivy, which waved in gloomy wildness round

the top of the, tower, rose up to a consider-

able height a corner turret, which, by pro-

jecting more forward than the rest of the

building, seemed to be in danger of falling

every
^ moment. Beyond this tower, in a

grove of tall beech trees, an immense nirm*

ber of rooks had taken up their abode. The

nests, which had to all appearance remained
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For ages undisturbed by ihan, had at last

become so thick, as nearly to fill up all the

crannies between the branches, so as, in a

great measure, to exclude the light of the

sun ; and the busy birds continually flying
about in all directions, by their incessant

cawing, produced, at a distance, a deep sound,

which served greatly to augment the solem-

nity of the scene. On the other side was

seen a grove of spreading yew trees, which

seemed to be of an age coeval with the

oldest part of the castle itself. These, co-

vered with long moss, had riow assumed a

liGary magnificence, that gave them a most

Venerable aspect. A double row of chesnut

trees, which had originally formed an avenue

leading to this sacred grove, but which, by
the intermingling of their wide-spreading

branches, now, when viewed from the ele*

vation on which we stood, appeared but as

one mass, by the brilliancy of their foliage.

formed an enlivening contrast to the yew.

The area of the garden, which had origi*

hally separated these massy objects from each

other, had, to appearance, been once occu-

pied as kitchen ground and orchard ; but,

having been long neglected, had run wild, so
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gs now to deserve the name of a wilderness,

in the strictest sense of the word. Apple

and pear trees, intermixed with vyild cherries,

pi urns, and hazel copses, with hawthorns,

hollies, and other shrubs, were blended in

irregular masses, sometimes conjoined toge-

ther in the same group, and at other times

separate, forming, in some Crises, small tufts,

and in others running out to a considerable

extent without any interruption ; and these

were grouped in such- a manner, as to divide

the openings of grass ground, among which

they sprung up in such a way, as to give this

enchanting spot a great diversity of appear-

ance. From some points of view the lawn

seemed to be large and open; from others,

in consequence of a, number of small groups

closing in upon each other, they appeared

nly as one mass, forming a close wood that

occupied the whole space. And, as there are

not among them any artificial objects to make

you recognise the same place from whatever

point you saw it, it requires long experience

to know the same spot from different points

of view ; so that you might wander over

the. whole place repeatedly for many days,

and still think that you were proceeding for-
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ward to new scenes, though you had often

returned nearly to the same spot. This irre-

gular garden, perhaps, consisted of not more

than five or six acres extent ; yet, in conse-

quence of this inartificial arrangement, it

might appear to a casual visitor to contain

some hundreds of acres, affording an infinite

succession of delightful objects,

My guide, perceiving with what satis-

faction I viewed this wild scenery, took an

opportunity of congratulating himself OH

having discovered it.
'

Having often ob-

served," said he,
* f when my master was in

health, that he took much delight in scenes

of this sort, I conjectured, that if any thing
could ever restore him to himself, it would

be that of permitting him to indulge this

natural propensity without interruption. Af-

ter my poor master," continued he,
" re-

turned from India, in a state of dejection

that rendered him incapable of conversing

with any one, er at times of knowing even

me ; yet he had sometimes lucid intervals, in

which he deigned to speak to me with his

accustomed kindness. In one of those in-

tervals he said to me, Thomas, could you not

contrive to find out for me a retired spot in
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some remote corner of the country, in which

I could indulge my taste for solitude without

interruption. To you, he was pleased to say,

I already owe many obligations, and this will

be an additional one, of which you will not

find that I shall be forgetful. 1 have now,

you know, he continued, more money than I

ever can have occasion for; I beg you, then,

to look out fdr such a place, and at the same

time try if you can discover some honest

man, who has more knowledge of business

than, you have, to transact my worldly con-

cerns, with all of which I desire that you,

shall be acquainted; but let me not be trou-

bled about it. Do this, and you will confer

the greatest
;

possible obligation upon rne.

I bowed, retired, and wept in secret aver the

fallen state of sach an honourable gentleman,

resolving to do what I could to fulfil his

wishes. From that time I carefully exa-

mined the newspapers, and soon after saw

an advertisement, offering this place to sale;

it seemed to suit our purpose ; I took an op-

portunity to mention it to my master, who

ordered me to go and look at it ; and, if

I found it suitable, to purchase it at onee.

R
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without higgling at the terms. I came hither,

found it, as I thought, more exactly suitable

for us than any thing I eould hope for ; and,

having seen the parson of the parish, and

made some inquiries of him concerning it,

he directed me to the agent, and kindly gave

me every assistance in his power. An old

gentleman, he said, had been the last owner

of it, who had lived there in a very retired

manner by himself, with two servants only,

for many years. He had fitted up a few

apartments for his own accommodation, and

made out a neat library, containing a small,

but well chosen, collection of books. His

time was chiefly spent in reading, and inno-

cent recreation in his garden. This gen-

tleman had died about three months before;

and, as his heirs lived at a distance, they

were desirous of selling the whale. He

thought it would be very convenient for my
master to be freed of the trouble of furnish-

ing a house to himself, and therefore advised

me to make a clear purchase of the whole

aa it stood, without entering into particulars;

he assisted me in giving a rough estimate of

the value of the whole, and had the good-

ness to accompany me to the agent, who
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lived about twenty miles from hence. "We.

soon concluded a provisional bargain, and I

returned with a deed of sale in my pocket,

which was executed and delivered, and the

money paid in little more than a week from

that date. In less than a week more we took

possession of the premises, on which we have

constantly resided ever since. The parson

had also the goodness to transact, through

the intervention of his own agent, all my
master's money concerns ; so that we were,

in all respects, as happily circumstanced as

could be imagined.
** No sooner did we arrive here," continued

the worthy Thomas, " than my master took

possession of this v/iMevness, in which he

wandered for whole days together without

returning, unless at the sound of the bell

for meals, which I was ordered to ring half

an hour before each meal -time. The first

symptom of amendment that I discovered in

him was his listening, with evident satis-

faction, to the songs of the birds which here

abound ; but an incident that occurred about.

a week after we came hither, opened to me

another 'source of amassment for him, that

& 2
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has proved of still greater utility. One day

ray master had laid himself down upon th

grass beneath a tree, listening, as usual, to

the warbling of the birds above him, and in-

sensibly dropped asleep. How long he Lad

lain in that slumber he could not tell ; but

he was at last awakened by something that

softly touched his hand, which was stretched

out upon the grass: he looked about to see

what it was; and, to his surprise, found that

an ass was standing by him, looking down

upon his countenance with that kind of stu-

pid composure which characterises that harm-

less creature. It had been snuffing at

his hand, and awaked him, At first he was

averse to move, lest he should frighten it

awav ; but he soon observed that, .when it

perceived him to be awake, it moved its ears,

and gave appearance of satisfaction rather

than of fear. He immediately concluded it

must be a tarne beast; and, having risen up,

it stretched out its neck to him till he stroked

it. This kind of confidence in his benignity

pleased him. He fondled it a littl -, which

evidently pleased it; and, when he was going

away, it followed him at a distance for some

time, and did not allow, him to depart but



Jiow long lie had lain in that slumber he could not

/<?//5 lut he was at last awakened by something

that
softly touched* his hand.
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with seeming regret. He called upon me*
said Thomas, on this occasion, in a voice so

unusual, that I was somewhat startled at it.

He desired me to bring a bit of bread ; which

I had no sooner done^ than he hastily re-

turned to the place where he had left the ass,

who was there, standing still with great com-

posure. 1 followed at some distance to see

wiiat he was to do with the bread. He pre-

sented it to the poor creature, who received

it, and eat it readily. My master having ob-

served me, said, in a pleasing kind of tone,

You see, Thomas, I have found a companion
who can be gruteful without being capable

of guile. 1 then came up, and, in my turn*

stroked the poor beast. As it was now the

hour of dinner, I told my roaster it was

ready ; so we left Cuddy, who followed us

some paces farther ; and, while I waited upon

my master at dinner, he told me how he had

been introduced to this new acquaintance.
" Before this period," continued the wor-

thy Thomas, " my master used to frequent a

deep and shady walk, and scarcely ever set

foot upon the grass; but next day, when he

went along, he looked out at every opening

B 3
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in the wood to discover the ass : nor was it

long before he perceived it at a small dis-

tance, brousing quietly upon some thistle*

that grew up in a neglected corner. He went

towards it, and the poor creature no soooer

saw him, than it returned the compliment,

by advancing gravely towards the p.ace where

he was: they soon met; he gently stroked

ks neck, and it gave tokens of satisfaction*

They had not been long together, when my
master heard a sound, which he thought was

the voice of some animal with which he was

acquainted; and soon after a beautiful crea-

ture broke from behind some bushes. It was

a deer, the only companion f the ass in that

wilderness. It had missed its companion,
and was in quest of it. TS

To sooner did it

perceive my master than it stopped short*

and looked attentively at the two, the as*

expressing its satisfaction by looking placidly

towards it, and wagging its tail.- My master

was, in all probability, the most surprised of

any of this group ; for, though this un-

known animal was evidently of the deer

kind, it was one of a species he had ;nevet

seen. It was much taller and more elegantly

formed than the fallow-deer. It had more
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the shape of -

light, well formed horse. Its-

body was full, its buttocks m^re round and

more elegantly turned tbaii those of a running-

borse, and its limbs much finer. Its eye was

full and animated, and it carried its fine head

very high. Its horns were upwards of three

feet in length, sending forth several large and

branching antlers. Its colour a glossy brown,-

lighter towards the belly, the under part-of?

the head and tail. Its aspect was mild, and

somewhat timid ; but it soon recoveretl co\i-

rage, and came n^Trer* as if to invite' acquain~

tance, and in a little time it became' equally

tame with it* companion. My master askt?d:

if I knew what sort of -animalat was, but I"

could give him no irnformation. I afterwards

learnt from our friend;, the parson, that it

was~a male of the wikl det?r- of Scotland >

which is there culled red deer, (the stagge o^

our forefathers the Cervus Elephus of feift-

naeus.) It had been caught -there while a

fawn, and tamed by a soldier while at Fort

Augustus in Scotland ; and had, some years

ago, followed the regiment thus far, where it

had been seen and fancied by the former

owner of this place, who purchased it, and

kept it as a great favourite till Vis death*, ^
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was, in truth, the most superb animal of the

kind, and the most beautiful I had ever

seen.

" From this, time forward my master took

great delight in these two creatures, which

he took care to feed every day with his own

hand ; and they soon became so attached to

him, that, as soon as he appeared, they came

running towards him, and followed him, if

he permitted them, wherever he went.

" This kind of innocent intercourse," said

Thomas, "
beguiled the time, and made it

glide more smoothly forward than formerly:

but still the depression of my master's spi-

rits was such as to make him, seek solitude,

and shun the intercourse with even these his

dumb attendants, unless for a few short in-

tervals each day. I knew he had been,

always fon4 of soft music ; and, having dis-

covered an Eolian harp in one of the aparU

ments, not much out of repair, I got somg

fresh strings, and put it to rights; and, hav-

ing found a window that fitted it, whicli

opened into a part of the garden where art

arbour was near, I dressed up the arboujy

and repaired the seat; and, watching my
opportunity, I chose a fine clear day, with
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ft gentle breeze stirring, to place it in the

window: it produced the effect I intended;

my master heard it at a distance, swelling,- at-

times, as if a full chorus of spirits were?

singing solemn music in the air, and then

dying away. It was some time before he

discovered whence the sounds proceeded ;

but as he came nearer he heard them more

distinctly, till he was imperceptibly led to

the arbour, where he seated himself, and

there remained lost, in a kind of rapturous

cestacy, for many hours. This was a disco-

very that I considered of infinite importance ;

for I soon perceived that, whenever he was

more than usually depressed, such was the'

power of these enchanting sounds, that they

infallibly soothed his mind to peace. I there-

fore studied the means of availing myself o'f

its aid ; nor was it long before I discovered^

that, by closing certain passages, and opening^

others, according to the points from whence

the wind blew, and its force at the time, I

acquired a power oF regulating it almost at

will. And so much hath my master now be-
' come attached to that seat, and the pleasure

that he derives from the uninterrupted indul-

geoce of those soothing ideas which this
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simple instrument excites, is such, that 1 da

not believe it ia possible to make him expe-

riente an equal degree of enjoyment in any

other place on this globe. Thus may solitude

acquire charms, which perhaps the most

polished intercourse of social life could

never bestow."

The Eolian arbour is a pretty rural seat,

simply elegant ; calculated, by its sober shade,

rather to draw the mind to inward conteaa*

platiottj than to awaken the senses by the

attractive prominency of any of its parts.

The picture which Thomas had drawn of t)i*

sensations that the music produced on his

master, excited in me a strong, inclination to

hear it; for 1 never had heard dii Eolian

harp, nor could I help expressing a wish to

that effect Thomas said, he believed it

would be ii his power to indulge my- wish,

for the morning promised to be favourable

for that purpose, and immedUtely left me.

It was, indeed, a pleading morning; such

morning precisely as would in ancient times,

have invited Mr. Zephyrus to have a game
at romps with Madam Flora* Having seated

myself in the arbour, and f.tllen into a sort

of reverie, Flora, who, like Hebe, is ever fair
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*iid ever young, presented herself before my
eyes. Methought then that Madam Flora,

who had been up by the peep of dawn, was

before me. Her face, still moistened with the

morning dew, was fresh as the opening rose-

bad. Her evening mantle was let aside ; her

jeap was already set ; and she looked so cheer*,

ful and so inviting, that even age felt a

temporary exultation in her presence. Mr.

Zephyrus, how.ever, had not yet awoke, and

might, perhaps, have slumbered for some

time longer inattentive to her charms, had

not his father Sol gently whispered to him ta

rise. At first lie moved softly onward, with

a step so light, as if he was afrakl to disturb

.the stillness that so universally prevailed
1

.

Flora no sooner perceived his approach, than

she began to move. The timid Zephyrus, as

if afraid to give offence, stopped short, and

bid himself among the bushes. Flora again

stood still, sometimes moving her head a

little, as if she was in search of the swain she

had lost. . Inspired with fresh courage, he

stepped more boldly forward ^but, seeing her

pat into a flutter, at his approach, his heart

.failed him, and he rolentwl in his course.

She turned lit* head with an affected coy-
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ness, but. alluring smile, which invited him

again. Thus they played at bo-?peep for

some time, with an enchanting playfulness,

that amused me highly. He then approached

her slily, and stole a sweet ambrosial kiss,

which gave such a vivid glow to her coun-

tenance, and made her look so lovely, that

he could not help folding her still faster in

his arms, till he had snatched, with increasing

ecstacy, another and another still, she chi-

ding him the while, but with such a look as

only emboldened him the more ; at last he

becarneso. impetuous, that I feared he would

have ruffled her too much. I was starting

to my feet to assist the maid, when I per-

ceived, standing at my side, a man somewhat

advanced in years, but of a hale and vigo-

rous habit, and more sportive archness in his

leok than is usual with persons of his age.
" Be not surprised,'* said he,

" my name is

Anacreon ; nor need you be under any unea-

siness on thut girl's account. These two,**

caid he, with an expressive smile,
** are old

acquaintance, who, like other lovers, are

continual ly quarrelling, and yet perpetually

courting together. An old poet, who lived a

great many years ago, named Theocritus,
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had marked tjieir frolicsome gambols, and

described them in part. What you now

see," said he,
"

is nothing; he becomes some-

times so rude, and handles her so roughly, as

even to tear her very cap from her head, or

the clothes from off her back; then she

scolds at such a rate that you would be sur-

prised to hear her, calling him Auster, Eurus,

Boreas, and other hard names; then they

never could be reconciled again; yet, next

day, they are as kind and as frolicsome as if

no such thing had happened. This lady,*'

says he,
"
you must know, is the vainest crea-

ture you ever saw, and is rich beyond mea-

sure. She has a wardrobe that is stored with

an inexhaustible variety of dresses of the

most brilliant colours, which she takes great

pleasure in displaying to the best advantage,

and the greatest diversity of forms that can

be conceived, yet all beautiful and elegant;

so that, if she has a cap ruffled, or a gown

torn, it is of little consequence, for she will

appear with a new one to-morrow, without

costing her any extraordinary exertion. She

is, too, a very Proteus in her form, and de-

lights in disguising herself, so that you would
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scarcely know her for the same. Sometimes

she hides her head under a tuft of leaves, so

that Zephyrus himself could never find her,

were it not for the soft perfume that she

breathes around, which leads him to her

haunts ; while in this shape she chooses to be

called Viola : at other times she assumes the

pouting sweetness of the opening rose : now

she puts on the stately port and vestal purity

of the candid lily ; then the modest coyness

of the cowslip." He was proceeding, when

metliought I heard a sound, or something

softly sweet, at such a distance, that I only

thought it was some kind of music. I lis-

tened to perceive what it could be ; it was

gone, and universal silence reigned : then,

by degrees, a tender strain arose, soft and

sweet as aromatic groves ; onward it seemed

to come, though still so distant, that nothing

but the most swelling strains could be dis-

tinctly heard. It paused again ; then came

a gentle whispering scarcely to be perceived ;

when in a short time sounds, as if of voices,

were heard to join in one grand chorus of the

richest harmony. It seemed gradually to

approach the place where I sat; but as if at

times deadened by intervening walls, tho
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sounds became fainter, though still mixed in

the fullest harmony ; again it retreated, and,

as if rising high into the air, it seemed as if

a choir of angels had united to pay a visit to

this earth ; but, like the visionary bliss of

dreams, when we thought it was within our

grasp, it was gone. While I was lost in regret

for the departure of this bewitching phantom,
a single sound, in strains of sweetest melody,
was heard just close behind me. The air

was solemn, heavenly, divine. The tones

were sometimes low and plaintive ; then swel-

ling gradually, they burst into an impas-

sioned strain of rapturous exultation : my
soul was lost, as it were, within me; I

scarcely dared to breathe, when millions of

voices joined in one loud and continued peal

of harmony, that seemed to drown, in a

temporary annihilation, this earth itself,

and all that it inhabit. When these strains,

after an
^
endless variety of ever-changing

modulations, at length subsided into a breath-

ing pause, and I recovered somewhat of rny

usual perceptions, I found myself standing

upright, with my hands stretched forth,

without knowing how I had been thrown into

c2
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that attitude, and Thomas by my side. " Tho*

mas," said I,
'* what does all this mean ?"

"
Nothing, sit; these are the natural tones

of the Eolian harp; when you have heard

ihern a little longei, you will no more be sur-

prised ; but with a natural taste for music;

such as I perceive you have, it will never

cease to please; for this instrument pos-

sesses once peculiar excellence, that is pos-

sessed, I believe, by no other it always

utters tones exactly suited to the state of

mind you are in at that time. Are you

grave, the strains are solemnly grand, and

divinely pathetic ; are you chvarful; they are

light, sportive, and exhilarating; in short,

they are ever exactly suited to the tone of

your mind at the timei and serve to heighten,

but not to altar, the thoughts that were pass-

ing in your breast wnen first it caught the

ear. But it is those only who are susceptible

of the warmest mental sensations, that can

be touched at all by these artless, varying

strains. To others, it is a mere changing
and unmeaning sound, that may serve to in-

terrupt their thoughts, but never can give

rise to any sort of ecstatic sensation." I felt,

feven at the moment, the justness of this re-
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mark ; for though the tones continued after

we began to converse, they were no longer

enchantingly impressive tp me; the mind

had not leisure to pursue its own train of

ideas, nor to bring the strains exactly in

unison with them j so that, to feel the power
of this instrument, it is necessary to be even

more alone than is required to make you
relish the strains of the nightingale; before

they can produce an ecstatic glow, the mind

must be previously prepared to receive the

impression. I could not but admire the sin-

gular j udgment that directed the efforts of

this faithful servant ; for nothing I can ima-

gine could have had such a happy tendency

to allay the melancholy that preyed upon
the mind of his master, as this kind of sooth-

ing attention, never rudely to interrupt his

train of thought, but gradually to steal it

away from the contemplation of the object

of his regret, by seeming to indulge its na-

tural propensity, while it was insensibly led

into the path of universal benificence; which

is, in all cases, the most soothing sensation

to the human mind that it ever can indulge.

My respect for the man was thus exalted to

C3
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the highest pitch ; though he appeared only

in the humble station of a servant, I contem-

plated him with a kind of veneration as a

superior being. I complimented him not;

but my behaviour spoke to his soul more

powerfully than any words could have done;

and we mutually felt a kind of involuntary

esteem for each other.

While Thomas was absent (after having

opened the harp window, and disposed every

thing properly for the state of the weather),

observing that the morning was far advanced,

he had prepared breakfast for me, and had

just come out to invite me to it> when I per-

ceived him at my elbow as I recovered from

my ecstatic reverie. He now politely invited

me to the house to take breakfasU I felt,

whenever he mentioned it, that it was full

time for that repast, so 1 cheerfully accepted

his invitation.. He conducted; me ; into a

neat parlour, with a cheerful fire, and poured

me out a dish of excellent ^chocolate; he

would have stood and served me, but 1 in-

sisted on bis taking - a seat, and breakfasting

along with me. ,The toastwas excellent, ray

appetite was awake, so that I made a most

hearty breakfast j nor fet the pretty boarding-
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ecljool misses faint, when they are told thatj

along with other things, the monster devoured

no less than a couple of the finest new-laid

eggs, which I have ever held to be the most

delicate morsel, as well as the most light and

nourishing food, that this island produces.

When I came first into the parlour, I could

not help remarking a little black kind of dog

lying in the corner; it came up to Thomas,
and fawned upon him, but in a manner pecu-

liar to itself; its whole appearance struck

me as being somewhat odd. ; it seemed to be

a species of terrier, of a particular kind that

1 had never seen ; but, as it retired to its bed

on receiving a signal from Thomas, I did not

then advert to it more. Every time it moved,

however, my attention was drawn to that

side, and I could not help looking at it from

time to time with a kind of increasing cu-

riosity. Thomas, observing me, asked if I

knew what sort of creature that was, and,

calling it by the name of Diver, it came im-

mediately to him. I looked at it .with more

attention, but could not make out what sort

of a creature it was, though I nowo bserved

that what. I took to be cropped, ears, were

natural short ears only, .uw?fOjipe4i #4 that

I - :

y'
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its toes were webbed, and it had something

in the appearance of its eyes that was very

unusual. I asked if it was not some kind of

dog-:
"
No, sir," said he,

" it is an otter, an

animal which, though a native of this coun-

try, I conclude you have never before seen."

I acknowledged this to be the case, and asked

how he had got it.
M One morning," said he,

u as I went towards the village, I came up
with a boy who was carrying it in his hat,

while it was yet very young, being nx> bigger

than a puppy of a week old; he said he had

caught it by the side of a brook which runs

in yonder hollow, about half a mile from this

place; he had found great difficulty in pre-

venting it from making its escape, for it was

very active, and struggled hard to regain its

liberty ; it had even snapped at his fingers,

and bit him pretrr sharply, so that he was

by this time almost tired of his prize, and I

had no difficulty in prevailing on him to part

with it for halfa-crown. I knew it to be a

young otter, having seen one before; and,

having heard that these animals might be

easily tamed, and that they become in that

state very amusing, I conceived it might be

made some way interesting to my master; sv>
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home I brought it. I put it into a dark

place in a warm bed, where it could meet

with no disturbance. I had some difficulty

to prevail upon it to take any food at the

first; but, having left it for a considerable

while, till it became very hungry ; I then took

a little milk into my mottth, and, holding its

body between my knees, and .opening its

mouth with my bauds, as I had seen a shep-

herd do to weakly lambs; I put a little of the

milk into its mouth, and, allowing it to swal-

low it, gave it some more. Having tasted

the milk, it revived, and soon came to lap it

by itself ; I then gave it some bread with its

milk, and so on, supplying it with bits of

meat or tish, till it soon came to eat of any

thing, almost like a dog. It soon learned to

follow me, and, having found its way into the

parlour, it attracted my master's notice, who

took great pleasure in feeding it, and, finding

it docile and playful, used to amuse himself

at times with teaching it various little tricks.

Among others, it occurred to him to teach it

to fetch and carry any thing that might
chance to be at hand, which it soon became

habituated to do with great dexterity and

alacrity ; it being always taught to bring the
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object it was sent for, and lay it down at the

person's feet who ordered it. Among other

articles, it occured to me one day, as I was

coming from the pond with some fish that I

had caught for dinner, to try to make Diver

fetch one of the fisto to me, which I threw

away in the usual manner, desiring him to

bring it. This he readily did, and laid it

down at my feet. I repeated the experiment

often, and accustomed him always to hold it

so lightly, as not to pierce it with his teeth.

J then thought it might perhaps be possible

to teach it to fetch live fish ; so, having taken

a few small perch with the net, I put them

into a vessel among water ; then, taking out

one of these, I shewed it to him, and threw

it a little way into the water, desiring him, as

usual, to fetch it. He immediately sprang

into the pond, and, seizing the fish before it

had quite recovered itself, brought it back in

triumph, and laid it down at iy feet. I found

the perch had been so little crushed, as to

have sustained no material injury ; so I took

it up, and put it into the vessel among the

others : then taking another perch, I threw

it into the poud after the same manner, when

Diver immediately followed it, and brought
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that also safe to me. While I was busied

about this diversion, my master caine up,

and, having asked what I was about, I told

him, and repeated the experiment before

him. He was mightily pleased with it, and

amused himself for a considerable time at

this kind of diversion; then desiring that

the live fishes might be reserved for another

occasion, he left it for that day; he went

next day to the pond himself, and repeated

the experiment under a variety of forms.

Among other variations, instead of throwing

the fish into the water, he first allowed Diver

to smell at it in his hand, without permitting

him to touch it there in any way, and then

putting it into the water, gently opened his

hand so as to give it freedom ; Diver all this

while looking at it stedfastly. When it began
to swim away, Diver was ordered to fetch it.

He, immediately sprang into the water, and

keeping his eye upon it, pursued it till he

came up with it ; then diving down, he caught

it, brought it out, and laid it at his feet. In

this way my master would sometimes amuse

himself for hours together; for the creature

itself seemed to be so much pleased with the

sport, as to get into high spirits, which was
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very attractive to him. Diver became m a

short time so fond of the sport, that when-

ever we came near to the pond, he would

frisk about expressing his pleasure by a

great many awkward gesticulations. At

length, however, we became tired of catching

fish for his amusement, and he in vain tried

to allure us to the sport. One day, while he

was thus impbrtuning me after his own way
I threw into the pond a stone which I had ac-

cidentally taken up ; Diver immediately swam

to the place at which it had alighted, where

diving, he continued for some time below

water, and then came to the top, bringing a

large carp in triumph in his mouth, which he

laid down at my feet as usual : this instantly

suggested the idea of employing him to fish

for the table, and ever since that day Diver

has been employed to catch a dish of fish

whenever they are wanted. When those he

catches are too small, or of the kind that are

not wanted, they nre immediately returned

to the pond, and he is prevented from fol-

lowing them ; but when they are of the right

size or sort, they are shewn to him and kept,

while he is ordered again into the water. By
dint of repeated lessons, he has now learned
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ployed to catch u dith tfjisk whenever tbty

are wanted.
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to understand our signals, so that we have

little difficulty in employing him for getting

a dish of any kind offish we want, whenever,

we are so inclined. You may easily believe,
1 *

continued Thomas,
*' that Diver soon be-

came a farou rite, and has contributed not a

little to steal the mind of my master from

those gloomy thoughts that for some years

kept entire possession of his mind; and he

thus fell imperceptibly into a train of amuse-

ments that restored him, in some mea-

sure, to the full use of the animal functions,

by giving him a kind of society independent
of any intercourse with mankind. But," said

Thomas, observing that I had finished break-

fast,
"

if you are not yet tired of these

strange oddities, and wish to see the wholfe

curiosities of this place, I have some others

:

yetto shew you, which I doubt not, from

what has past, will afford you some addition-

al gratification." Saying this, he, accom-

panied by his favourite, Diver, led me once

more into the garden. The sun now shone

very bright ; and he conducted me by a walk

overhung with shady trees, that led towards

the great tower, which was in some measure

O
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concealed from our view till we came very near

to its base, where the massy fragments of the

wall, interspersed with pyracantha: and other

shrubs of various kinds, that sprung up in

irregular wildness, exhibited a scene, that,

for grandeur and picturesque effect, I had

seldom seen equalled. The walk was con-

ducted in a devious course among the ruins,

behind which it led into a kind of grotto, or

covered passage, at the bottom whereof was a

door that opened into a small area of per-

haps half an acre in extent, which formed a

kind of garden, rilled with flowers and shrubs

and fruit trees, intermingled in such a man-

ner as to give it an appearance of rich luxu-

riance, without conveying the idea of trim

formality. The walks were occasionally turn-

ed aside to avoid opposing obstruction, but

without any thing of that serpentine writhe

which seems to have been invented for the

use of blind men, who may know, after walk-

ing a few steps in it, when they ought to turn

to the right and when to the left hand again,

with as much certainty as the clearest-sighted

person could do. The walks here seemed

only to turn from the straight course when an

bject came in the way to force them to do
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so. In some cases, the trees and shrubs

crowding close upon each other, rather en-

croached on the path, which brushed close

between them ; in other places it widened

more, the trees retired backward, and thus

formed a sheltered opening, in which the

flowers displayed their charms to the greatest

advantage. These were scattered as if with

a careless hand, and placed so much apart

as to admit of their being well seen. Every

plant appeared in the highest perfection;

and the dark brown mold, new dressed, seen

between them, and the lively verdure of the

turf in the larger openings, gave to them an

appearance of freshness and luxuriance that

was highly pleasing. The fruit-trees were

all kept low, and seemed to be vigorous and

healthy; their boughs bending under a load

of fruit, the apples in particular, now glow-

ing with mellow tints that rendered them ex-

tremely inviting.

This area had, in early times, formed one

of the courts of the castle. On three sides it

was bounded .by buildings, but was open to

the south, the boundary on that side being

only a low wall. The large tower stood in

D 2
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the south-west corner. All the buildings

round were now in ruins. On the northern

part the building rose to the height of three

stories, and was overspread at one side by a

vine, and on the other by a pear-tree that

reached to the top. These tree* had been

planted by the former owner of the place,

and had been trained to the height that I

have mentioned, under the auspices of the

present. All the fruit trees, and most of the

shrubs, had been planted by the last owner,

who had indeed laid out the garden, which

had afforded him great amusement for seve-

ral of the latter years of his life.
" It was

some time," said Thomas, " before my mas-

ter discovered the way to this pleasing spot.

During that interval," continued he,
" I

had been busy, not so much in decorating it

and rendering it neat, as in meliorating the

soil with a view to render it capable of pro-

ducing luxuriant plants; in viewing which I

well knew my master took great pleasure.

Unknown to him, I got it all dug over,

richly manured, and put into the nicest order

that I could think of. The entry from the

garden was at this time choaked up by a

quantity of brush-wood, that had been put
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into it to be out of the way; and the walk

that led towards it had been allowed to be

over-run with weeds: these," said the pro-

vident Thomas, " I took care not to remove

until the whole was finished, and the plants

had attained their highest degree of beauty.

I then had labourers to remove the rubbish

while my master was otherwise engaged, and

got the walk that leads to it just so far clean-

ed as to render it easily passable, without

being put into such a state as to be singu*

larly attractive. The door was left upon the

latch, to render it easily accessible to him if

he should chance to stroll that way. I

knew," said he,
" that should my master

come thus unexpectedly upon this highly-

cultivated spot, it would make a strong im-

pression on his mind, and excite a kind of

pleasure which might have a good effect in

tending to efface, in some degree, those

gloomy impressions which so powerfully

preyed on his spirits ; nor were my expecta-

tions entirely disappointed. After he had

discovered it, he would sometimes saunter in

it for hours together ; and as you will observe

that the JEolian bower is not far from it, he

P 3
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ijsed to spend a considerable part of his time

between the one and the other. I knew that

he had, from his infancy, been extremely fqnd

of cultivating beautiful plants, particularly

sueh as grew with much luxuriant elegance ;

and I spared no pains to obtain such, and so

to cultivate them as to favour that luxuriant

tendency. He soon began to notice them, and

by degrees to trim tjiem up with his own hand,

to make them grow in that easy, unconstrain-

ed mapper, which you will remark charac-

terises the plants now under consideration.

Please to observe, that none of {he flowers are

supported by stiff unbending sticks, painted

white or green, as you see in many other gar-

dens. The head of that carnation, though

it does not trail upon the ground, waves with

a playful ease as it is shaken by the breeze,

supported by that slender elastic wand,

which strengthens the stalk without being

either stiff or clumsy. You can scarcely be-

lieve with what pains my master will select

these little sticks for the purpose of support-

ing the plants in a proper manner. Most of

the shrubs that you see, though they appear
to grow in their native wildness, are brought

into that form by some degree of art. If you
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elegance ; and I spared no pains to oltain

such, and so to cultivate them as to fawur
that luxuriant
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examine them very closely, you will find little

supports placed here and there to strengthen

those shoots that are too weak to support

themselves; an imperceptible air sometimes

connects a weakly twig at some distance from

one that is stronger, to give, it the support it

wants; where the shoots are naturally too.

close upon each other to admit of the ele-

gance he admires, a few of them are cut out,

merely to open it a little, without being per-

ceived ; but the point ef a twig is never cur-

tailed. You see no flowers with naked stems,

except where the forms are singularly eleT

gant?
as {he vvjiite lily, or the still more

stately and elegant lilium superbwn (for Tho-

mas was a little of a botanist, and admired

the hard names, like many other botanists).

Jt is those plant* which assume fine forms,

and have beautiful foliage, that he most ad-

mires; the flower he considers as compara-

tively of Dialler value. Here," said he,
"

is

a plant that 1 received three years ago, as a

valuable present from a Scotch gardener at

a gentleman's seat about ten miles from

hence; he called it Thalictrvm coniutum. It

is now a prodigious favourite here. I was

{old that it would grow to a great height, if
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it were planted in a very rich soil and shel-

tered situation, and that it assumed a form

that was singularly elegant. The ground,

though naturally very good, was richly ma-

nured for it ; and you see it is placed at such

a distance from all other plants, as to have

the whole fertility of the soil to itself, and to

admit of being well jseen, though perfectly

sheltered from every wind. The root was a

pretty strong one ; and the first year it shewed

one flower-stem, that rose to the height of

nearly six feet ; but the stem appeared to be

weakly ; and it was too bare at the roots to

give all the satisfaction we wished. The se

cond year, beside one vigorous principal stem,

it shewed another that was somewhat more

weakly. This weakly stem my master cut

close to the ground, when it had attained the

height of two feet nearly. The principal

stem pushed up that year to the height of

eight feet; and, being thickened at the bot-

tom by the leaves and shoots that sprung out

where the stem was cut, it was then a very

beautiful plant. This year, which is the third

from the time of planting, it shewed four

flower stems, three of which my master cut

at different heights, and at different periods
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$f growth, which shoot put those lesser stems

that now give the fine luxuriance of foliage

at bottom, from among which the principal

stem shoots up with that singular elegance

that you behold." It was, indeed, one of

the most beautiful plants, thus trained, that

I had ever seen. The stem, Thomas assure4

me, rose to the height of twelve feet nearly ;

it was gmopth, straight, and slender, sending;

out alternate leavt-s of great length, beauti-

fully divided into lesser leaflets, somewhat rer

sembling those of the columbine, only more

light and open, spreading out in a horizontal

position nearly. These leaves were placed at

a considerable distance from each other along

the stem, diminishing in size and in distance,

from each other as they rose towards the top.

Under each leaf, as they approached the top,

sprung forth a small flowering branch; these,

branches grew gradually longer as they came

nearer the top; each of them dividing into

lesser ramifications towards the point on

which the flowers were placed. These were

of an open umbelliferous kind, carelessly

easy and irregular. Each flower consisted

of many filaments, forming a tuft like others,

pf this pla.ss. The colours were by up means
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brilliant, but delicate, being a greenish white

slightly marked with red. Though it rose to

a great height, its proportions were such as,

like those of the cowslip, to convey an idea

of feminine elegance rather than masculine

robustness. I admired its modest beauty as-

much as honest Thomas seemed to do.

" You cannot conceive,*' said he,
" what

pleasure my master takes in this little spot,

nor how much it has contributed impercep-

tibly to wean his mind from those gloomy im-

pressions which overpowered him; nor can

any but those who have themselves a taste for

things of this nature, form an adequate idea

of the amusement it affords. It is to the

charms of this spot,'* continued he,
" that I

almost entirely ascribe the happy change that

has been effected on him; for not only has it

contributed to make the time glide imper-

ceptibly atang, but, by inducing him to take

that degree of exercise which is so necessary

to health (for unless it be cleaning and rol-

ling the walks, carrying off the weeds, and

other drudgery of that sort, he does almost

the whole with his own hand), it has tended

to exhilarate his spirits. Our fruits also are

very good of their kinds, and he relishes
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them very much ; and I am convinced, that

by the aid of these, his health is better pre-

served than could have been done by any kind

of medical assistance." I perfectly agreed

with Thomas in this sentiment. But I for-

get that I must make progress.

Having wandered in this little enchanting

spot a considerable time, Thomas at length

conducted me to an unperceived opening, to

which we were led by a narrow path among
some filbert-trees, now loaded with abundant

fruit, through the ruins of one of the wings
of the building, into another area of larger

extent, open also to the south and west, but

more wild and irregular than the former. The

surface was uneven, as it rose in some places

to a considerable height, and in others sunk

into deep depressions. I knew not at first

what to think of it, till, turning short round

a tuft of trees that rose up there with a beau-

tiful wildness, I discovered before me the

bold features of an ancient stone quarry :

from which, it seemed, at some former pe-

riod, great quantities of stone had been car-

ried away. Out of this quarry, my guide
told me, the stone had been taken which

served to erect the numerous magnificent
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buildiiigs about this place ; and the irregular

tumps that formed those swells in this en-

closure, had been made by rubbish that had

been laid down there in first clearing the

iquarry. These tumps were now mostly co-

vered with trees of various sorts ; and the

grass in the hollows between being very rich,

and in full verdure, the trees feathered down

t* the bottom, and towering at the same time

aloft to a great height, with their tops spread-

ing wide, were shewn off to the greatest ad-

vantage.

Having taken a transient glance at these,

we walked instinctively towards the quarry,

whose bold features were highly attractive. I

found, upon a near approach, that the rock

had risen in this place to a considerable

height above the adjoining level, forming a

kind of ridge, some part of which still re-

mained entire, while another part of it had

been scooped out, and now formed a large

and deep excavation. The face of the rock

presented itself right before us, the top of

which was raised much above its original

height, by having had a large portion of the

rubbish laid upon it, at first rather incauti-

ously, so as at a future period to come in the
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way, and require to be cut into, to get at the

stone. This extraneous covering had bee a

cut through about eight feet perpendicular

before it reached the rock. The upper stra-

tum was of freestone in thin layers, the whole

not exceeding four feet in thickness, which

was separated by a solid stratum of clay

about three feet in depth from the under

rock that consisted of limestone, or, as some

would call it, marble, divided also into lay-

ers of from twelve to eighteen inches thick,

so as to admit of being raised into large

blocks of a size extremely convenient for

building. This peculiarity in the strata oc*

casioned a singularity in the mode of work-

ing the quarry, that became accidentally a.

source of great beauty.

From the stratum of freestone there issued

a copious spring of pure water, which, being

collected together into one place, formed a

delightful rill, that with a sufficient fall

might have nearly served to turn a mill.

They had found no spring in working the

under quarry; of course it became neces-

sary to prevent this water from falling into

it. With this view, a bed for this rill had

E
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been sunk into the clay, along which it wat

conducted nearly in a horizontal direction,

till it got clear past the quarry ; after which

it was suffered to flow in an easy devious

course till it reached the bottom. The lower

quarry was then sunk nearly in a per|>endi-

cular direction along the side of this rill, ami

seemed to have been worked to the depth of

about twenty feet. A level had been driven

from the lowest part of the bottom into this

lower quarry, seemingly to let off the water

that might have there accumulated in the

area during the winter. This level cleared

about ten feet of the under rock. The bot-

tom had been raised a few inches above that

level, by means of the rubbish accumulated

in the work, which gradually filled up the

cavity behind them, leaving an opening only

at the bottom of the rock where the work had

been carried on at the time. The cavity thus

left, formed at one end of this sunk area, a

spacious pond of great depth, now filled with

water.

I thought it necessary to be thus part'ict*-

lar in the description of this artificial natural

tccnr, if you like the expression, that y<wi

might be enabled to form, some faint idea of
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that at a distance, which, when viewed in

reality, struck me as one of the; roost singular

and beautiful objects I had ever beheld. I

wibh I had talents to do it ju&tice in the de-

scription; but those who cannot walk, yoi*

know, must creep.

The mound that rose high above this bold

rock, was covered with some fine tufted trees,

who!?e branches flung themselves wide over

its front. On the one side, in the bottom,

sprung up, at a small distance from the edge

of the water, a stately Babylonian willow,

whose boughs, here protected from every

blast, discovered a lively freshness of tint,

and a lengthened protraction of twigs, cover-

ed with an exuberance of foliage, that is un-

common even with this fine tree. It seemed

to bend like Narcissus over the pool, to ad-

mire its beautiful image reflected from the

waters, and was seen at times gently to

move :
*' Why dost thou awake me, O gale,"

it seems to say;
"

I am covered with the

drops of heaven ?" On the other side, a

tufted acacia loaded with its full luxuriance

of foliage, still fresh as the dewy rose-bud,

though deepened with the grave tints it as-

E 2
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sumps at this time of the year, formed a most

beautiful contrast to the willow. Between

these, and just above the rock, a tree of femi-

nine beauty, with whose port I was totally un-

acquainted, could not fail to attract my notice*

Its leaves were small, its twigs delicately slen-

der, its tints soft and cheerful. Contrasted

with the manly oak, it seemed a virgin that

had as yet scarcely been gazed on by the un-

hallowed eyes of man. My guide told me,

that it was a tree yet rare in this country, that

had been planted there by the former owner

of this place, who admired it much. He cal-

led it a deciduous cypress. Behind this grove,

at a little distance, stood some cedars (of

Lebanon), some of whose tops only were.seen

above the willow and the lowest trees ; but

the depth of shade they afforded to the par-

tial openings that occurred between the stems

of the tres in the fore ground, like the base

in music, harmonized the whole, and made
it all unite in producing oqe full and great

effect.

Such the scene appeared at a small dis-

tance, as it first struck me. On approach-

ing nearer, 1 found, that the water at the

bottom of the upper rock, was spread out in-
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to a beautiful little bason of no great depth ;

and just under the acacia tree, a commodi-

ous seat was formed, by leaving a part of the

rock just high enough, and of a commodious

depth for that purpose. This little basin

was merely an excavation in the bed of clay,

which in the deepest place did not exceed

two feet, shelving to the edges all round.

To render the bottom clean and beautiful, a

good many loads of gravel had been spread

into it, which consisted of rounded pebbles

of various colours and sizes; and, to augment
that beauty still more, some small Indian

shells, which had been accidentally brought

home by Thomas, had been strewed in a-

mong the gravel near the edges. As the sun

now shone upon this basin, and a gentle wind

wrinkled its surface, the various refractions

of light which this produced, occasioned a

sort of playful undulation on the bottom,

which, joined to the reflected shade of the

leaves also in motion, gave the whole an ap-

pearance of life and cheerfulness, which was

still farther heightened by the movements of

some of those small fishes that have been im-

ported into this country from China, under
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the name of gold and silver fishes ; which

here sported in abundance, every one being

distinctly seen, because of the limpid purity

of the waters.

I had never before seen so many of these

beautiful little fishes swimming at freedom in

their native element, and therefore was de-

lighted to have an opportunity of observing

them: nor was I a little surprised at seeing

the great diversity in their colours and ap-

pearance. 1 had conceived that the gold and

silver fishes were of different species, or at

least distinct varieties of the same species ;

but 1 had now an opportunity of being un-

deceived in this respect. I found that there

were not only gold and silver, but negro

fishes also among them, in nearly equal pro-

portions with the gold and silver coloured

sorts. I call them negro fishes, because the

colour more nearly resembles that kind of

impure black which is observable in the ne-

gro's skin, than any thing else to which I

could compare it; though it sometimes rerged
a little toward the greenish brown. I was

assured, that all the three sorts were inva-

riably produced from the same parent; and

that when they are young, a greater proper-
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tion of them are of the negro sort than after-

wards, though it was evident that there i*

little regularity in this respect; for I saw

some negroes of great size, and consequently

aged ; while there appeared both of the gold

and silver colour, many that had as yet attain*,

ed only a very small size, and others mottled,

being part of one, and part of some other

colour. Thomas, however, acknowledged,
that he was not himself very well acquainted

with the nature of the changes they under-

go, and therefore could not speak decisively

concerning them. To me, they appeared

more to resemble a bed of tulips or carna-

tions, than any thing else; for, although al

the varieties consisted of these three colours,

either separately or conjoined in various pro-

portions, without ever being blended toge-

ther, yet one colour sometimes predominated
so much over the others, and the patches were

so
infinitely diversified in size arid position,

that they produced a very great va'iety of

appearances; some of them singularly bi-

zarre, and others wonderfully beautiful.

They all came to pay their respects to us, not

like the fishes of St. Anthony of Padua, to

listen to a sermon, but in expectation of find*

.

v -
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ing some of those crumbs of bread which the

persons who came there had been used to give

them. Thomas was provided for them, and

threw in a handful of crumbs that he had

brought for that purpose, which occasioned

as busy, though a more harmless scramble

among them, than that which is produced by

throwing some handfuls of money among a

mob of men. Diver looked wistfully at them,

and, turning to bis master, with a solicitous

look and motion of bis tail, asked permission

to go among them, but was checked with a

frown of disapprobation.

From the place where we sat, by casting

our eyes beyond the precipice that bounded

the basin, we had a pleasing view of the large

piece of water below. The willow tree was

just before us, the top whereof rose a little

above the level on which we sat, and the

deepest part of the lake was just before it.

The edge of the pond was, of course, dark-

ened to the deepest shade by the crowded

foliage of the tree above; and the waving

twigs all around were seen with the most

beautiful elegance in the reflection of the

clep.r sky, which at this time was of a whitish

azure, with a few thin fleecy clouds. I ad-
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mired it much. But Thomas said, beautiful

as it then appeared, it was nothing to what

he had often seen it in a serene evening, when

the greenish azure, tinted above with a glow
of yellow verging into orange, gave a warmth

above the shade that was delightful; and

still less so than in the morning, when, seen

from another point of view, the reflexes of

the dawning light served just to mark the

existence of objects which the imagination

could pourtray as realities of the most en-

chanting kind. I could not help looking at

mv guide with a sort of astonishment, at

hearing remarks made by him that seemed

to be so much above the station he occupied.

Every moment he rose in my opinion, till I

almost idolised him.

We then descended by a sloping passage

into the lower excavation, or the area of the

quarry, which might be nearly, as I guessed,

of one acre extent, and would have formed

one of the most perfect gardens I ever saw.

dvltv bottom was not smoothed into a perfect

hnevel, yet was not so uneven as to be in any

place -rugged. Bushes, intermixed some-

times with trees, had established themselves

in irregular tufts; and the grass between
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them was of the richest pile, consisting prin-

cipally of the Dutch, or white clover, which

here prospered in an unusual degree. The

edges of the cavity were irregular, the rock

in some places jutting forward upon the view,

and in others retiring- into creeks or cavities,

like those formed on a rocky coast, though
un a smaller scale ; covered in some places

with ivy, which hung waving over the rock,

giving a wildish sort of gloom ; while in other

places the rock was bare, or only covered

with grass and other native plants.

We walked towards the pool, which I

found to be of considerable extend, and

swarming with the China fishes to an asto*

nishing degree. It was very shallow toward

the edges, but went shelving deeper within,

being deep only at the front of the rock. I

learned some farther particulars here respect*

ing these fishes, which, as before, followed

us as we walked round the edges, and for the

same reason ; for danger had not yet taught

them to fear man, as none of them were ever&

in this place destroyed by him. A streanlst

of water now fell into the lake, form ing a e

pleasing kind of cascade, which had been

occasioned merely by the letting down a
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sluice, to stop the direct current from the

upper canal, and turn it into this channel.

This, I was told, was done just so often

only, as merely to supply the evaporation

from its surface, and keep the waters sweet ;

tht water in this basin was hereby rendered

much warmer than in that above, and more

stagnant; and here these fishes multiplied

much faster, and throve better than in the

upper ba*>in. They would have multiplied

st'll faster, I was told, if the pool had served

as a watering place for many cattle and

horses, which were in the practice of wading
in it, and rilling it with impunities. I never

in my life saw a more inviting place for ba*

thing in than this was; nor could I conceive

an idea ef a more delightful spot in all re-

spects for a garden, than this sunk area

would have afforded, when the uses that

might have been made of that small stream

of water was taken into the account, which

might have been with little difficulty con-

ducted over every part of it. But I must

hasten to a conclusion.

The only domesticated inhabitants of this

delightful spot, if the fishes be excluded from

that number, were, a small cow, and a reia
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deer, which no sooner spied us, than they

came with alacrity towards us ; for in this

abode man, when he appeared, came only

to augment their comforts, and they rejoiced

at his approach. I found it was a practice

here, always to have in readiness in the house

a quantity of bread, a thin kind of cake,

made of the meal of pease or beans slightly

baked, for the purpose of carrying into the

garden for the animals there; and never did

children seem to take more pleasure in eat-

ing gingerbread nuts or sugar-plums, when

they were occasionally presented to them,

than these creatures did in taking the bits of

this kind of bread that Thomas offered to

them. They seemed to take equal pleasure

in being streaked and scratched, for which

purpose my guide carried in his pocket a

small kind of curry-comb, that seemed to

give them much pleasure. What a differ-

ence, said I to myself, is there between the

enjoyment that one feels in thus augment-

ing the happiness of the brute creation, and

that of pursuing them for the sake of maim-

ing and murdering them, which so many
persons follow as an amusement, with a fero-

cious keenness that can scarcely be resisted,
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under the name of rural sports ! What a

savage idea is conveyed by that name ! The

country, which ought to be the abode of

innocence and peace, is thus converted into

a theatre of the most wanton cruelty ; and

the name of sports, which originally denoted

only such amusements as tended to excite a

cheerful exhilaration of mind, is applied to

describe deeds which cannot be deliberately

contemplated without horror. I do not, in

all the course of my reading, know a single

phrase, that denotes such a woeful penrer-

sion of mind as that of rural sports. On the

Arena of ancient Rome, games, if possible

more atrocious, were indeed exhibited. But

these were confined to the heart of a cor-

rupted city, where nature was in every thing

perverted. They did not sully the purity of

nature by calling them rural. That was a

refinement in perversion reserved for future

ages. When we wish to stigmatise these

sports, we call them savage; but savages

know nothing of such. Man, while in a state

of nature, like every other animal, contrives

plans for finding the means of subsisting him-
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Self; and among these, that of in snaring and

destroying animals for his food, is one of the

most obvious ; but this he does in sober seri-

ousness, from necessity ; not in wantonness,

for sjyrt. It is civilised man alone, who has

contrived this refinement in brutality. Could

the Nimrod& who delight in these sports, or

the Dianas who put on the male attire to fol-

low this delicate amusement Could they for

bnce only be placed in the situation in which

I felt myself in this inchanted spot, their

hearts would tell them how far the pleasure

of being followed with respect and delight by
the native inhabitants of the desart, whose

eye expresses blessings, exceeds that of per-

vading a region, where all animated nature

flies in dread from the tyrant, and where the

only sounds that meet his ears, are plaints of

widowed love, or cries of maternal tenderness.,

searching for the young, whose mangled car-

case, and still palpitating heart, the monster

carries off in triumph* I know a noble lady,

not less distinguishable for her amiable qua-

lities as a wife and a mother, than for the

elevated rank in society iu which she moves

with such dignified propriety, who pursues
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rural sports that are much more becoming, by

feeding at times the native songsters of her

woods with her own hand, which, in those

secret recesses wherefrom strangers are ex-

cluded, become so tame as to know and folr

low her wherever she goes. But small is the

sphere of her enjoyment ; where others are

permitted to enter, their wantonness spreads

terror around, and there they fly the de-

stroyer as elsewhere. r i;

I had never before seen a rein-deer, and

was much gratified by the opportunity of

thus examining a creature, of which I had

heard so much. On inquiry I found, that

when the poor old ass died, Thomas ob-

served, that the want was sensibly felt by
his master ; and having discovered, by means

of a newspaper, that Brookes, at London,
had got a young rein-deer, a person in town

was desired to see if he could purchase

it.

It was bought and transported hither, where,

tinder the care of Thomas, it thrives very

well. He says, it is a mistake to think that

the rein-deer moss (lichen rangifcrus} is ne-
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cessary for its subsistence in winter: it can

do very well without it ; for when grass fails

it will eat hay, or brouse upon the leaves and

twigs of many evergreens and various other

trees.

In its native regions, indeed, it subsists in

winter chiefly n the lichen rungiferus ; but that

is because nothing else can be there found at

that season ; and this food is indeed then

preferred by it to hay or other dried vege-

tables, because it is more secculeut and ten-

der; but it relishes at that season turnips or

cabbages, or almost any other succulent food

that is occasionally given to the cow, with

which it delights to associate.

I had read so often about this valuable do-

mestic, that I viewed it with a pleasure simi-

lar to that which one experiences on being

introduced to a valuable character among the

human species, whom we had long contem-

plated at a distance with a respectful vene-

ration as a benefactor to his kind. And when

I considered not only the numerous uses to

which it is applied while alive, but the im-

portant changes that the various parts of

which the body consists are made to undergo
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after its death, and the important office?

they then perform to an innocent people, I

could not help recollecting the following lines

o,f Ariel in the Tempest :

Full fathoms five thy father Meg,

Of his bones are coral made :

Those are pearls that were his eves :

Nothing of him that doth fade,

But doth suffer a sea-change

Iiito something rich and strange*

During the summer, its milk furnishes the

daily sustenance of the frugal Laplander,

and the cheese is stored for winter provisions.

Its horns, an annual crop, are formed into

dishes, and utensils of various kinds, for

family purposes. Its very blood in winter,

draining from the animal daily in rotation,

furnishes a delicacy of which the natives are

glad to avail themselves, without being unr

der the necessity of destroying their stock.

In winter, it drags its master, and the few

F3
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goods he can carry to market, over immeasu-

rable tracts of pathless snow, with an incon-

ceivable velocity, and brings him soon back

with the few commodities he can purchase,

to his longing family; and, by an instinct

peculiarly its owq, it can trace under the

snow the places where its food lies buried,

and dig it up with its feet; thus enabling its

owner to perform with ease long journies,

which, without its aid, could never have been

achieved by the utmost power of man, by
this means rendering habitable immense der

sarts, which otherwise could never have been

explored. When the herds increase beyond
the degree that convenience requires, they

are killed while still fat, towards the begin-

ning of the winter, and the flesh frozen, so

as to keep good through the whole season,

ekes out their slender meal till the returning

spring brings fresh verdure on the fields, to

furnish milk in its season* The skin in the

meantime serves instead of clothes, to defend

them from the cold ; the tripe is converted

into small ropes; the sinews serve the pur-

pose ofsowing thread
j
the tallow for a relish-

er to other food in the kitchen ; and
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bones for the most elegant parts of furniture

and domestic ornaments- When I thought

of all these things, I could not help looking

upon this little creature as one of the most

precious boons that Heaven in its boundless

beneficence had conferred upon mankind;

and therefore examined it pver and pver with

the most marked attention.

It character appeared, to me to indicate

beneficence. J wish to say, that, as when

we contemplate the ass, an instinctive idea of

patience presents itself, and innocence when

we view the lamb, and honesty of the ox, so

beneficence Deemed to be painted pu the

countenance of this creature. Its eye is mild,

but more discriminate than that of the lamb,

though less intelligent than that ol the ele-

phant. Its motions, though agile, are gentle

and delicate, as if afraid pf doing an injury;

and it attaches itself to man, not with the

officious intrusion of the dog, but with an

obsequious attention that expresses, in the

most legible characters, whenever its assist-

ance is wanied. " Here I am." Nunquam^
non paralus. Was it my imagination that

painted all this ? Be it so. I would not lose
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the soul that suggests such imaginations, for

all the ill-auguring surmises that the inge-

nuity of man can suggest.

It is upon the whole, however, rather a

diminutive looking creature. Its form is

slender, its stature rather lower than that of

the fallpw deer, and it has nothing of the

majestic stateliness of the red deer, which I

had anoppoitunity of so lately admiring. It

carries not i$s hprns so proudly aloft ; but

the pal mated antlers covering its brow with

such an unusual amplitude, gives it a cha-

racteristical peculiarity that appeared to me

rery pleasing. One singularity I could not

help taking particular notice of in the con-

formation of this animal : as it approached

us at a kind of trot, I was struck with a

noise that it made, somewhat resembling

the sound occasioned by castagnets in the

hands of a stage dancer. Being curious to

know from what it proceeded, I observed,

that when it rested its foot upon the ground,

the two hoofs on the same foot spread open

from each other to a considerable distance,

the division between them extending much

higher than on any other hoofed animal I
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ibad ever observed; so that, when the full

weight of the body rested upon one of the

fore feet, the points of the hoofs were per-

haps two or three inches asunder. The liga-

ments there seem to be endowed with an ex-

traordinary degree of elasticity > so that the

foot never touches the ground with a hard

unyielding knock, but it presses gradually

aud geiitly like a carriage upon springs. No
sooner is the foot raised from the ground,

than the hoofe, in consequence of the elas-

ticity of these members, come together and

strike upon each other with considerable

force ; and, as its motions are quick, it pro-

duces that kind of clattering sound which I

Lad remarked. When this conformation of

the hoof i* adverted to, we cannot help ad-

miring the wisdom, aad adoring the bene-

ficence of that being, who so happily adapt-

ed it for the particular purposes it was in-

tended to serve ; for the hoof thus opening,

and catching the snow between, forms a much

broader base than it otherwise would have

had, and thus prevents it from sinking in

soft snow to too great a depth, which would

have been otherwise unavoidable. Let us go
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to other regions : we shall find the animals

inhabiting them, formed with a similar adap-

tation of parts, for the functions they were

intended to perform. Thus it is, that as

knowledge inci eases, let us turn ourselves

whither we will, we shall be forced to cry

out,
" Wonderful are thy works, O God, in

wisdom hast thou made them all P* For*

give these involuntary rambles. I shall

soon have done.

1 must not take time to delineate the purl-

ing rill (now returned to its proper channel)

hopping from step to step in its descent, and

whirling lound the stones; forming a thou-

sand varying shades upon the bottom ; then

gliding among the grass, as if to conceal it-

self; and then looking sportively out, to see

if you have lost it; always full of life and

sportive cheerfulness. If put me in mind of

VirgiPs me Galatea fugit ; for when you
would think you had lost it, it comes rust-

ling behind you, as if to attract your notice.

But I shall become delirious, if I dwell lon-

ger on these fair scenes. I must tear my-
self from the remembrance of them reluct-

antly, as I ^did indeed from the reality.
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When I came to recollect that I must be

gone, a heavy damp came across my spirits,

and we walked- towards the entry as our

first parents, when obliged to leave Para*

disc,

With wand'ring steps and slow
'

Through Eden took their solitary way.

Harrild, P*inter, reat East-cheap, Lon&m,
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